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WINTER RECITAL
Our Winter Recital was a real highlight for all — a cherished occasion in our Proud Traditions and a

testament to Griffin Great performances! The Great Hall was filled with the melodious tunes of
talented students, showcasing their skills and dedication. A huge ‘well done’ and ‘thank you’ to the

Music Team: Mr Hanratty, Ms Crome, Ms Beckett and Mr Delivett for creating, organising and
supporting in this joyous event.

A tremendous time of music, pride, and tradition!



Another year and two more incredible Christmas shows! From start to finish, the children across
both Key Stages sang their hearts out as they told stories of Robin’s flying home for Christmas

and Christmas ghosts who worked to restore Christmas cheer. The shows successes were a
testament to the children’s talent and hard work; perfectly capturing the essence of Christmas
and leaving us all feeling uplifted and joyful. Thank you to all of you who came to celebrate the

festive season in a beautiful and memorable way with us. 
A huge well done to our incredible music team and the wonderful Ms Beckett, who wrote both

shows. 
If you wish to watch the performances, please follow:
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CHRISTMAS
SHOWS

Key Stage One:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T73De3c8Jao
Key Stage Two: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0Guij8bEJg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T73De3c8Jao
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0Guij8bEJg
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EYFS NATIVITIES
It was wonderful to come together to celebrate the

Nursery and Reception nativities —a treasured
chapter in our Proud Traditions, symbolising High

Achievement in the youngest stars! Pupils
enchanted audiences with their adorable

portrayals, filling the air with joy and festive spirit.
Families gathered to witness the magic of the

season, applauding the terrific talent displayed by
all. A delightful testament to the excellence

nurtured in our youngest pupils.

If you wish to watch the 
Reception performance, please follow:

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=F6CoGA0WYZo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6CoGA0WYZo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6CoGA0WYZo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6CoGA0WYZo
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CHRISTMAS FAYRE
Another wonderful Proud Tradition was celebrated this week as our Riverley Family

Association hosted this years Christmas Fayre. Families gathered for an afternoon filled
with festive delights, handmade crafts, and delightful treats. The air was brimming with joy
as everyone explored the merry atmosphere, indulged in seasonal goodies, and discovered

unique gifts. Santa's surprise visit added an extra sprinkle of magic.

Thank you to all who made our Christmas Fayre a memorable and heartwarming event!



For more information or to find out what the children are discovering
each week please visit:

40 Park Road, Leyton, E10 7BZ
020 8539 4535

http://www.riverley-gst.org/

@RiverleyPrimary @riverleyarts
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https://www.google.com/search?q=riverley+primary+school&rlz=1C1GCEU_enGB983GB983&oq=riverley+primary+school&aqs=chrome..69i57j46i175i199i512j0i512l3j69i60l3.2535j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#

